AT-A-GLANCE

MADRID METRO

MOST-CONNECTED, CARRIER-NEUTRAL FACILITIES ON THE IBERIAN PENINSULA
As digital transformation drives the
distribution of services and controls closer
to customers, employees, partners and
ecosystems, the Iberian Peninsula is fast
becoming an essential hub on the global
connectivity map. This is due to its physical
location between Africa, Mediterranean
Europe and Northern Europe, and its strong
cultural connection to Latin America.

Why Equinix
• Interconnect with the largest
industry ecosystems
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Spain represents a large domestic market
with more than 46 million consumers and a
world-class infrastructure. As the capital of
Madrid
Spain, Madrid is the third most-populated city
in Europe and home to the country’s main
political, regulatory and administrative institutions.
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• Optimize communications and
exchange data with enterprises,
content providers, and cloud, network
and internet service providers
• Leverage Performance Hub™ to
enable next-generation wide area network (WAN) architecture for secure and
highly reliable connectivity to network, cloud and IT service providers
• Provide cloud and internet services quickly and easily to Equinix-deployed customers
• Interconnect with top content and digital media (CDM) companies to reduce
latency and help improve user experience
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• Certified to meet rigorous environmental and energy management standards

Our two International Business Exchange™ (IBX®) data centers in Madrid (MD1 and
MD2) are business hubs for 200+ companies, enabling businesses to build a digital
edge alongside the largest industry ecosystems on Platform Equinix®. With upwards
of 60 carriers providing network connectivity services, customers can choose from
50+ local and global cloud service providers, including AWS, Microsoft and Google.
Customers also benefit from direct connections to ESpanix—Spain’s internet peering
exchange.
Equinix can accommodate deployments from single cabinets to large, multi-megawatt
installations. We also offer flexible configurations and power densities with resilient
power supplies to ensure guaranteed uptime.

Global data centers—200 data centers, 52 major markets, $21B+ capital invested in
capacity/new markets, global availability 99.9999%+
Connected—1,700+ networks, 270,000+ cross connects, less than 10ms latency to 90%
of the population of North America, Western Europe, top markets in Asia-Pacific and Brazil
Partners, customers and prospects—Blue-chip customer base of 9,800+ global
businesses across 24 countries, on 5 continents representing network, digital media,
financial services, cloud/IT and enterprise leaders

Equinix customer count

Equinix Madrid data center

The Equinix Madrid data centers consist of two buildings with 72,000+ square feet
(6,675+ square meters) of colocation space. Powered by 100% renewable energy,
these premium facilities offer scalable technical space and fully redundant power
supplies that deliver leading operational resiliency and world-class security.
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Contact Us
E-mail: spain@eu.equinix.com
Phone: +34 518 889 230
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